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THE NATURE OF MENTAL DEFICIENCY.

By A. F. TREDGOLD, LONDON-.

TIIE ternm 'miental defect' may be applied to any marked falling away
from that degree of mental capacity which is the normal or average
in the race to which the individual belongs. Strictly speaking, it
covers decay as well as imperfect development of mind; indeed, the
Royal Commission on the Feebleminded suggested that it should be
used for all forms of mental disease, including insanity. Wiselv.
I think, this suggestion has not been adopted, and the general
tendency is to restrict the term to conditions of imperfect mental
development, and to exclude both perversion of mind (insanity) and
decay of mind (dementia).

It is very necessary to point out, however, that imperfection or
defect of mental development is not necessarily synonymous with
mental deficiency in the legal sense. The Mental Deficiency Act lays
down certain criteria, and these necessitate the defect being of a
particular kind before a person can be regarded as a defective in the
eyes of the law; in other words, whilst legal mental deficiency is due
to a psychological defect, a mind may be defective without the person
being legally mentally deficient. I shall deal with legal mental defect
presently; for the rpoment, and as a preliminarv to the understanding
of this, I propose to consider some points regarding mental defect
from the wider standpoint.

It is clear that before we can discuss what constitutes defect of
mind we must know what processes go to the make-up of normal
mind. Our knowledge regarding this, however, is admittedly very
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ORIGINAL PAPERS

imperfect ; inind is the sum total of stuch an elaborate series of pro-
cesses of the most intricate interdependence that the attempt to
analyze it into its component parts is friaught with the utmost diffi-
etyltv. Nevertheless suich an analysis is clearly necessary for the
pujrpose in view, and the most helpful method woul(d appear to
be to consider mind from its evolutionarv an(d comparative aspects;
that is, to study mental manifestations as they occur at different
stagcs of evolution- an(l in in(livi(luals of different mnental capacitv.
As a result of purelv clinical observations of this kind, I think we may
arrive at certain tentative con-clusions as to the chief processes of
m-iind, and( I have endeavoured to repriesent these in (liagrammatic
-form in the hope that they mlav in some imeasulre elucidate the nature
of mcntal (leficicncy.

At the outset it is (lesirable to statc that althougli it wvill be con-
venient to speak of mental functions as if they were independent
entities, I am far from suggesting that imin(d is (livide( into water-
tight compartments or that these various functions really exist
iin(lepii(lendtlv. Thiis, of course, is by no mean-s the case, and there
are probably few, if anv, manifestations of mind wvhich are niot the
resultanit of miiany of these processes. Moreover, as I have alreadv
remarked, the difficulty of analysis is so great that the livisions l7na(le
must be regarded as purely tetitative. Cliniical examination, however,
woul(d scem to show that the processes to he (lescribe(l are subject
to such -variations of dlevelopment in (lifferent individuals, in some
cases being so imperfect as to constitute a (listimiet psychological
(lefect, that for our present pUrpOsC it is convenient, an(l indee(l
justifiable, to regard them as psvehological enltities.

OUTLINE OF NORMAL MENTAL EVOLUTION.

The functions of min(d maybea (lividlel in-to thlree mliaini groups,
namelv, perception, apperception or assimilation, and feeling and
We mllay consider these at four dlifferenit evolutionary levels. The
lowest level (Level 1, Fig. 1) reprcsents the primitive vertebrate type
of nervous systemn, consisting of afferent an(d efferenit pathlways and
cenitral ganglia. An animal of this tvpc has in all probability no
coinisciousness an(t is incapable of wille(d movements. It performs
movements which are highly complex an(d co-ordinate(ld but these arc
essentially reflex and conditione(d by the inccoming stimuili and the
nature of its innate tendencies (instincts). We must conclude, how-
ever, that such a primitive central nervous system is pregnant with
vast potentialities *for future evolution.

The next level we may consider (Level 2) is that of the higher
mammnals. This stage is characterized by an increased development
andi a olifferentiation of the neuroinic germs into the three psychic
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TIlE NATURE OF MIEN-TAL DEFICTENCY

processes, perceptionl, apperceptioi, ancd feelinig. Perceptioni at this
le,vel consists mainly in the abilityv to form sinmple mlental imnages of
objects actuallv present to the senses (percepts); but there is in all
probability sonme capacity for forning simple i(leas, or concepts, of
objects not actuallv preseint. Apperceptioni consists of attention
(mainlv passive), simple comiparisoni, an((l will, and these result in a
simple capacity for mo(lifying the reflex action which, at a lower level,
w\ould result from external stimiuli an(l instinctive ten(lenicies, in
accordance witli such simple percepts an(l concepts ; in other words,
for transforming purely reflex action- into action to somle extent in
accor(lance with the requirements of tl)e imme(liate en-ironment.
Feeling, in the mlain, consists of a consciousness of the general
pleasantness or unipleasantness of the senisations experience(d, but
there is probably also sonme capacity for experiencing suchl siilmplc
primarvy emnotioiis as fear, anger, affectioll, etc.

Level 3 is representative of the min(d of primitive mani lixing a
communal life, andl tlese mlenital fuinctions have un(lergone a still
further elaboratioin and (lifferentiation. Percepti've processes are now
(liv-isible into three classes firstly, the individual i! capable of
forming more elaborate percepts anld concepts an(l of a simiiple train
4)f thought; secondly, tlhere has nowv been e-volved a capacity for
forminig simllple abstract i(leas, such1, for inistanice, as those of goo(dness,
badlness, powverfulness ; ande. thirdly, hie haxs niow capacity for simple
symiibolic imagery.Tliis last is a \ery important Iactor in subsequent
intellectual (levelopment, but at this stage it goes little beyond the
ability to recognize that a certain totemii is svlbolic of a particular
tribe, that a particuilar head-dress or ornament is symbolic of power
or office, and(I that eerta-n rudle hieroglyphics represenit certain ideas.
Feclinig lhas similarly cv-ov-ed ; Inot only hav\-e emlotiolns become more
comlplex, but certaill of them hav-c become organize(l into grouips of
simltple sentimienits. Tlhus, suclh emllotioIns as awe anid wonider have
gi-en rise to a siillple religious seni.se emiiotions of affectioni, self-
respect, and(l fear of the conisequences of transgressinig the social code
hav-e comnbinied to pro(dtice a senitimiienit regardlinig the rightnless or
wronogness of certaini acts ; in other words, an elementary- social
sense; similarly the feelings of attraction andI repulsion roused by
certaini colours, forms, and( tastes have resulte(d in the dev-elopment
of a primnitive isthetic sense. Appereeptioni lhas undergone a similar
e-olution. Attenitioni, whichl was formllerly largely passive, lhas noN
gi-en rise to acti-e attention, aiml at this lev-el it seems possible to
(lifferenitiate apperception into thlree processes, namely, a capacity for
comiiparinig i(leas and(I formiiing simple jud(igemiientis, ani ability to foresee
the proximiiate conisequenices of actions (prevision), and an iniereased
pol-er of v-olitioni. At this lev-el, thlerefore, w\e miiav regar(d the per-
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ORIGINAL PAPERS

ceptive functions as having evolvred into a capacity for thought, the
apperceptive into intelligence, and those of feeling into more complex
emotions and simple sentiments. The net result is that the individual,
is now able to form ideas as to his surroundings, to appreciate simple
symbols, to perceive simple causal relationships, to experience emo-
tions regarding a God, right and wrong, and tribal obligations, to
form simple judgements, to make sinmple plans, and generally to adapt
his conduct, not only to the requirements of the imime(liate moment,
but to those of the near future.

In Level 4 w%Ne have arrived at civilized man, and this stage is
characterized bv an increased development of each of these mental
functions. The perceptive group forms the basis of learninig, and is
made up of (1) Complex concepts, thought and imagination; (2) Com-
plex abstract ideas; (3) Symbolic perception, e.g., alphabetical signs,
numerals, musical n-otation. The apperceptive group is the basis of
that higher quality of intelligence which we may term wisdom, anid
consists of (4) Deliberation, discrimination, and reasoning; (5) Volition
and resolution; and (6) Prudence, planning, and inventiveness.
Feeling, in addition to an increased complexity of emotion, has nlow
evolved into definite (7) SEsthetic, (8) Religious, and (9) Social, an(d
its still higher development, Moral sentiment.

In consequence of this higher mental evolution, the a-verage
normal civilized man has capacities for learning and feeling, together
with apperceptive functions enabling him to utilize and apply these
capacities, which place him on a considerably higher plane thani his
primitive ancestors. His increased knowledge of his surroundings,
his higher development of sentiment, his greater powers of delibera-
tion, mental comparison, judgement, invention, and volition, now
enable him to make plans, not merely for ncar but for remote con-
tingencies, and to modify his instinctive impulses to action in
accordance with the plans so made. And it is this capacity for more
elaborate concepts and sentiments, with the increased power of
inhibiting his instinctive tendencies and acting in accordance with
such higher ideals and sentiments, which constitute the essential
difference between a civilized, as compared with a barbaric, people.

PSYCHOLOGICAL DEFECT.

But, whilst such a degree of mental development is characteristic
of a civilized community in general, it is obvious that the individuals
of such a community differ from one another very considerably. In
the first place they differ regarding their gencral evolutionary level,
some being nearer and others much further away from the stage
of primitive social man. Secondly, they differ as to the relative
development of the three main psychological processes, some being
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THE -NATURE OF MENTAI, DEFICIENCY

characterized by much learning or much sentiment, with but little
wisdom; others by plenty of sound common sense with but little
learning or sentiment, and so on. It is to variations of this kind
that differences in character and personality are due, and they must
be regarded as variations within the normal developmental range.

There are, however, other individuals who would appear to be at
the extremes of, or even outside, this normal range, inasmuch as they
are characterized bv an excess or (lefect of development of certain
mental processes of such a degree as to constitute a decided abnor-
mality. A greatly increased de-velopment of a particular mental
process may give rise to genius, as distinct from all-round ability;
a marked under-development constitutes a psvchological defect.
With regard to defective (levelopment, there are, for instance,
indivi(lual nmenmbers of every civilized community who are so lacking
in the perceptive functions of mind as to have practically Ino capacity
for abstract learniing, and who-, in this respect, rank little higher than
Level 3. Further, there are individuals who are defective in one of
the higher perceptive processes onlv, such as that for complex abs ract
i(leation or for symbolism. It is probable that such a defect of symbol
perception is the cause of that inability to learn to read or to sum
wNhich is known as word or number blin(dness, an(d which is by no
nmeans unicommon in school children. Similarly with the processes
concerned in feeling, there are persons whose capacity for emotion
ancd sentiment is little higher than that possessedl by primitive social
mlan ; there are others who, whilst having attained to Level 4 with
regard to one sentiment, such, for example, as that of csthetics or
religion, are marke(llv deficient in moral or social sense. The apper-
ceptive fuinctions miay in like Imanner be markedly under-developed
in wNhole or in part, andl there are persons who have good powvers of
active attention and volition, with but little ability to discrimninate,
reason, profit from experience, or imake plans. Conversely, there may
be considerable ability for planning an(d inventiveness, with a mnarke(d
iniability to a(lapt the general coniduct to the practical requirements
of life.

Since miarke(l abnormialities of this kind an(l I am lhere only
speaking of those cases where they are imiarked are due to the
developmental arrest ot processes which are normally presenit in the
individual's compeers. we nmay, I think, rightly look upon them as
psvehological defects, and froml the strictly literal poinit of VicwV
such persons mav be said to be mentally (lefective.

LEGAL MENTAL DEFICIENCY.
There is, lhowever, a great difference between mental (lefect in

the literal and( in the legal sense, just as there is in the case of
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1ORIGINAL PAPERS

mental (lisorder. Thc Menital Deficienlcy Act of 191:3, whicl is the
authority on this miiatter, has clearlv lai(d downi that to be a mcnital
defective in the eves of thc law thelre m-itust be suchl a defect of mninid
as to ren(ler thc in(livi(lual incapablc of disclharginig his obligationsc
as a nmmlbeli' of thc comIn-yi ity. In other wvords, the term mcintal
deficiency is applie(l w%ith a rcstrietc(I ai(1 specific nmcaniing, an(I the
criterioni of its presenece is a social one. It is true that the Menital
Deficinciev Act (loes not (lefille i-mental (lcfect as snch, btut it specifies

oT4 APPERCEPTION

VA 5 /A,,

LEVEL 4'

LEVE L 3
\(I PRrimnitive

NC ~ , ~Soe-icd Manr

JLEVEL 2
Higher
Mamm-ral s.

0~~~LEVEL 1
Tihr Rr~~Tim-r itiv-e

Vertebrates.

:FIC:. 1--Scheme of normnal imienital evolution.

andl definies four classes of this cond(litioni, and( tlhesc definitions miiake
this point quite clear.

Thus, to quote fromIl the official decfiniitionis of tlhesc fouir classes,
idiots are " unablc to guardl themselves against coimmon physical
(langers "; imbeciles are " incapable of mianiaging themselves or
their affairs " ; feebleminded arc persons who " require care, super-
vision, and control for their owIn protection or for the protection of
others an(l mroral imbeciles have " strong vicioIus or crimitnal
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THE .NATURE OF MiENTAL DEFICIENCY.T3Y7

propensities oII which punishment has had little or no deterrent
effect ".

The question we have therefore to consider is, What is the par-
ticular psychological defect which constitutes legal mental deficienev ?

With regard to the perceptive faculties, it is clear that while
ideation and imagination, ability to form abstract i(leas, and an
appreciation of complex symbols-in short, a general capacity for
learning equivalent to that of Level 4-are necessary if an individual is
to hold an average place in a civilized communitv, he can yet maintain

FIG. 2.-Subnormal
type.

FiG. 3.-Defect of wis-
doma. A moral, con-
scientious, learned fool.

FIc. 4.-Defect of
learning and sentiment,
but abundant 'common
sense'.

FIG. 5. -Potential Fi(;. 6.-Grade s of FIG. 7.-Moral iinbecile.
criminal. Defective legal inental defect.
moral (? and religious)
sentiment.

existence in the humbler walks of life in such a society with perceptive
functions of a development equal to Level 3, and as a matter of fact
a considerable number of persons in every civilized society do manage
thus to hold their own with no higher mental equipment-they are
the hewers of wood and the drawers of water. Defective educability,
therefore-that is, mere inability to progress in school-does not by
itself of necessity constitute mental deficiency in the legal sense, and
this is a fact which has to be borne in mind in devising and applying
the serial tests which are now in such common use. On the other
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ORIGINAL PAPERS

hand, an individual who in this respect falls below Level 3, an(l who
is incapable of abstract ideation or of the perception of elementary
symbols, will thereby have such an inadequate appreciation of his
surroundings as to requirc some (legree of supervision an(l conitrol,
and such a person will be a defective.

In the case of the emotional processes, it is also obvious that
whilst an vesthetic and a religious sense are desirable attributes in a
mnember of a civilized society, they are by no mieans essential to the
imiaintenance of existence without supervision, as is amply proved by
the lifc histories of many persons who arc quite (levoi(l of these
qualities. With regar(d to moral or social ensce the case is somewhat
(lifferent. It might bc expected that a person who wNas quite devoid
of this sense, and who was lacking in any feeling of right or wrong,
of honour or honesty, or of social or miioral obligation, would be
incapable of conformning to the codes and laws establishled by the
community, and woul(d in consequence nee(l proteetion and super-
vision for thc sake of others. This probably is so in the somewlhat
rare cases in which this sense is conmpletely absent, and such persons
comprise the class known as m-oral imbeciles ; there are, however,
many persons in whonm this scense, w\hilst not being entirely absent, is
vet markedly under-developed, an(l then the result would appear to
(lepen(l upon the amount of wisdlom-i they possess. If gifte(d with a
mio(lerate amount of this, although the contemplated coimmission of
a crime may arouse no feelings of repugnance, tlhey yet realize that
if they are found out the (lisa(lvantages, in the long run, Nill probably
outweigh the advantages, that onl the whole " honesty is the best
policy ", and in this way their apperception usually suffices to keep
them within the law. Such persons are not habitual crimninals an(d
(1o not conformn to the statutory (lefinition of muoral imbeciles ; they
are, however, potential criminals, they are habitually apt to sail very
close to the wind, an(d thev will coimmit crimlCe if the chances ol
(letection iseem slight probably they miay be highly successful
men of business. It Nouldl therefore appear that a (leelh)pment of
the processes of feeling equal to, or even less thani, that of primitive
iman, provided intelligence be present, is sufficienlt to pre\vent the
in(lidi(lual being certifiably mientally (lefective.

In the main it is the apperceptive functions wlhich are chiefly
concernie(l in influencing the con(luct of the in(livi(lual, since it is these
wNhich enable him to exercise the necessary control over his inistinictive
impulses andl to adlapt his actions to nmore remote consi(lerations and
contingencies ; consequently it is the (legree of (levelopment of
apperception which chiefly deternmines the legal status of the indi-
vidual. While it seems probable that a (le-elopment equal to that of
Level 4 is essential if he is to holdl his own in a complex environment,
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THE NATURE OF MENTAT, DEFICIENCY

an amount of intelligence no greater than that of primitive social
man (Level 3) will suffice under simpler surroundings. Such a poorly
equipped individual will necessarilv occupy a low status in the com-
munity, but he will have sufficient intelligence to manage his affairs at
this level, to make suitable plans for contingencies not too remote,
and to deal successfully with the requirements of his station ; he will
not, therefore, be a mental defective. It is probable, however, that
Level 3 represents the minimum of intelligence compatible with the
adaptation of conduct in a human conmmunity, and that with any
markedly less (legree of development than this he will require super-
v\ision and control and will be legally mentallv deficient.

I say 'markedly' advise(lly, for it is clear that with a slightly less
(legree of intelligence than Level 3, whilst an individual nmight be
unable to survive unaided in any ordinary stratum of society, he might
be able to (lo so in a backwater an(d un(ler especially favourable con-
ditions. There are, for instance, many persoins in this country who
get along fairly well in some simple routine occupation in wlhich they
are removed from the conmpetition of the labour market and are
treated with a little indulgence, but who speedilv reveal their inconm-
petence when called upon to shift entirely for themselves or when
faced with circumstances outside the range of their previous experi-
ence. Their mental defect, which wNas previously latent, then becomes
patent, and their success or failure is clearly (lepeinldent Uponl the
nature of their environment. Persons of this tvpe are often spoken
of as 'borderlanders'. I think, however, that thev are really mentally
deficient, although their (lefect may not attract attention, and the
necessity for (dealing with thenm under the Act may not arise until
the force of circumstances takes them out of their special environ-
ment. Many persons of this kind wNere doing tolerably well on the
land, or in some menial occupation, until they were enlisted into the
Army (luring the recent wNar; their (lefect then soon became obvious.
I am also of the opinion that these persoins fornm a very considerable
proportion of our pauper population an(l of the 'iins and outs' of
workhouses.

We have regardedl the comiiplex psychological functioi (lesiginate(l
'Wisdom' as (livisible into the three separate processes nunmbere(l in
the diagram (4) deliberation, (liscrim iniation, an(l reasonlilng, (5) volition
an(d resolution, and (6) prudlenIce, planining, and in-entiveness ; it is
of interest to ask whether wNe can in certain cases point to a (lefect
specially incident upon any one of these processes as being responsible
for that social incapacity wvhich is the criterion of legal mental defect.
I think that in certain persons suffering from a mildl grade of defect wA e
can do so. I have examine(l many indlividluals vho are not markedlv
deficient in either perception or feeling, wvlho are not educationially very
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ORIGIN-AL PAPERS

l)aekwar(l, and( not greatlI, if at all, lackinog in ilioral sense, and in
whom psychological tests reveal a fair (legree of discrimination,
reasoiling, an(d planning ability, an(l yet they arc so emotional and(
uinstable, so readily (listracted by e-erv chance word an(l happening,
so lacking in purpose, that thcv arc utterly incapable of settling dowii
to, an(l following, a (lefinite course, anid in consequence they drift
aim-ilesslv througlh life like a ruddlerless barque. I believc the special
(lefect hlere to bc oine of volition ; altlhouglh such personis imiay know
the riglht course to take, they are inherently incapable of focusing
consciousniess sufficiently uipon tlhe i(lea of this to ovreromnc instinctixve
tend(leciecs an(d the dlistractions of the miiomnent, an(d they conisequentlv
ca nnot consistently follow this course. Cases of this kind are not
usuallvy regardle(d as imienitallv defective, ancd their seeming intelligcnce
an(d ed(iucatioinal ac(qiiremnenits wNould un(loubtedly cause great (lifficultv
in certifyiiig thlemii. Tlhcy are often spokein of as sufferinig froi
imiental inistability', 'lack of control', (lefectiv-c 'character' or

'temperanment' ; but the conidition is clearly (luc to a psychological
albnormiality, and(i if this has existe(d from birth an(d is pernmanenlt thcy
woAumil(l seemi to come withiin the statutory (lefinition, sinice thev are
certainlv in inee(I of supervision and conitrol. In other cases there
woul(d not appear to be anv dlefect of volition, but there is either little
ability to compare i(leas and( to reasoni, or an absence of ability to
look alhca(d and to nmake planis Ilor eventualities, and such defects
iiav simiiilarly leadc to miiarked social (disabilitv.

These genceral considerati0i)s, togetiher with observationi of the
conduct of (lefectives, enlable us to represent the differenit mental
tylpes anid the various gra(les of amiienits diagramimiaticallv, andl I hav\e
cnedeav-oured( to do this in Figs. 2 to t.

Fig. 2 represenits the suibnormiial type ; in this therc is a general
ami(l uIniforl'l iill)erfection of dlevelopment of all the processes of minid,
so that the individual stan(ls on the psvchological level of primitive
social m-lani. Suchl a persoin has capacitv for thought, but practically
no learning; hle has feelings and emotionls, buit is (defective in the
higlher sentimiients ; lhe has sufficienit intelligence to adapt his actions
to his sinmple environnient, but is too defective in wNisdom to (lo more
than just hol(d his owni in this environment. He is not mentally
lefective from the legal aspect, but hie necessarilxr inhabits the lowest
stratumll of a ci-ilized coinmunitvy.

Feig. 3 represents that Inot rare class of mioral, conscientious,
learned fools. The capacities for learning and sentiment have a
(levelopment equal to that of civilized mani, but the apperceptive
facuilties are on the level of primitive man. There is consequentlv
suifficient intelligenec to a(lapt cond(utict to the momnent and the
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TIIE NATURE OF MENTAL DEFICIENCY3

inmmediate future, but -little ability to foresee ancd provide against
remote contingencies. They are not usually legally nmentally defec-
tive.

Fig. 4 represeInts an equally prevaleiit type, that of the mani wlho
is unlearned and unemotional, but who has plenty of common sense;
he is often highly successful in exploiting the learning of others.

Fig. 5 represents the tvpe which I have called the potential
criminal. He has capacitv for learning, wisdom, and perhaps an
,Tsthetic sense equal to those of civilized man, but he is decidedlv
(leficient in the moral and usually, but not always, the religious senti-
ments. He will commit a crime if he thinks there is no fear of
detection, but he does not commit crimes which are likely to be dis-
covered, because he realizes that such would be to his disadvantage.
He may be a successful financier or man of business.

Fig. 6 represents threc grades of legal mental deficiency. The
lowest grade of all, that wlhich is known as absolute, complete, or
profound idiocy, corresponds with Level 1. Persons of this severe
grade of defect are incapable of thought, feeling, or will ; their
existence is entirelv a vegetativ-e one, suich movemients as they mlake
are purely reflex and instinctive, and some of the primary instincts,
such as sucking ancd propagationi, are often lacking. Immediately
above this grade is one slightlv less (lefective known as partial or
incomplete idiocy, and this merges into the lowest stratunm of Level 2.
The members of this group are capable of very elementary percepts,
feelings, desires, and volition; but their appreciation of their sur-
roundings an(d their intelligence are so defective that they are incapable
of guarding themselves froni the common physical dangers which
threaten existence.

The imbeciles, as a class, correspondl to Level 2, although the-
higher members mlerge into Level 3. They are capable of forming
simple percepts and concepts, but they are practically devoid of any
capacity for abstract ideation or appreciation of symbols, and they
are unable to make any progress in learning. They are capable of
feeling an(d of the sinmple primary emotions, but have neither
vesthetic, social, nor religiouls sentiments. They ha've desire and will,
and can, to some extent, adapt their actions to the requirements of
the moment; but their attention is mainly passive, they cannot reason,
they cannot form-i a iiental image of the consequences of their acts,
they caninot nmake plans, and they cannot inhibit their instinctive
impulses. These defects result in an inability to perform work other
than of a verv simple routine character to which they have become
habituated, aind to " manage themselves and their affairs ".

The lowest members of the feebleminded grade correspond in the
main with Level 3; there is, however, one imuportant (lifference.
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ORIGINAL PAPERS

They have somie capacity for thought, for forming simple abstract
i(leas, an(d for the appreciation of symbols, an(l consequently they can
usually be taught to (1o simple reading, writing, an(l summing. They
are capable of feeling andl of the simple emotions, an(l have religious,
social, an(d esthetic sentiments in an elemientary (legree. But-and
this is where thev (liffer from Level 3- their apperceptive functions
are not (lcvelope(l to a similar extent; whilst thev have volition,
they are (lefective in the power of comparing ideas and of forming
judgements, and they have little ability to foresee the conlsequences
of their actions and thus to make plans for even the immediate
future. This (lefect of intelligence constitutes a very important
difference between, on the one hand, the feebleminded, and, on the
other han(l, primitive social man an(l the merely subnormal type.
These two latter are able to maintain existence without supervision
and to hold their own in a primnitive community or a low stratum of
civilized society; but I am of the opinion that the (lefect of the
feeblenmin(le(d person is such that he would be incapable of existing
without some control or supervision in any level or stage of human
society. I (1o not here intend to enter into the question of the
causation of mental (lefect; but I miay remark that it is on account
of this difference, and this marke(d relative deficiency of the apper-
ceptive faculties, that I am unable to accept the view that mental
(lefect is (luc to atavism; that is to say, that it is merely a harking
back to a previous stage in the normal evolution of the race. It seems
to nme that in mental defect we have not a general evolutionary
failure, but one which is incident especially upon the apperceptive
processes of mnind ; it miiay even be confine(1 to these in the milder
gra(les of feeblemind(edness, an(d I anm of the opinioni that this is the
essential psychological basis of legal mental defect. This selective
(lefect results in an irregularity and disharmony of mnental action
which is verv characteristic of this condition ; it is very (lifficult to
imagine that it can represent a normal stage in the evolution of the
race, and I think the more likelv explanation is that the (lefect is
pathological.

The mildest (legree of mental (lefect is that known as high-grade
feebleminde(dness, and wlhile the nmajority of the nmemlbers of this class
resemble those of the preceding in the fact that their intelligence (loes
not come up to that possessed by primitive social man, they stand
above them in that they have a relatively greater development of the
capacities for thought an(l feeling. It may occasionally happen for
one of the perceptive processes to be develope(d to an even extra-
or(linary extent, and this is more often the case with that concerned
in symbolic perception. We then have a variety of 'idiot savant', such,
for instance, as a calculatiing genius or an expert pianist. Generally,-
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THE NATURE OF MENTAL DEFICIENCY3

however, while the high-grade feebleminded can make some progress
in school, their educational acquirements fall decidedly below those
of the normal person of Level 4. The same is the case with regard
to feeling; in some instances the vesthetic and religious sentiments are
quite up to the average standard of Level 4; it may, indeed, happen
for the aesthetic senlse to be developed beyond the average of this
level, producing an artistic genius; but generallv the feeling pro-
cesses are below the average of civilized man. Whilst the apperceptive
faculties as a rule slhow a unifornm defect of development, it is in these
cases of high-grade feeblemindedniess that we inot infrequently find(
the condition to which I have already referred, namely, a nmuch
greater incidence of the defect, or even its limitation to one particular
process of the apperceptive group.

The fourth class of nmental defectives recognizedI an(l defined by
the Act, namely, imoral imbeciles, are represente(d by Fig. 7. In these
persons the perceptive faculties are up to, and even beyond, the
average of civilized mankindi, and in consequence they not only show
none of the edlucational backwardness of the ordinary feebleminded
person, but they mnay have a high degree of learning. Their essential
characteristic is a (lefect in the processes of apperceptionl and feeling.
With regardl to the former, thev are not only devoid of wisdom, but
their intelligence is less than that possessed by primitive man, and
the defect seems to be specially marked in the processes of discrimi-
nation and foresight. Wi-th regard to feeling, whilst they are capable
of the complex emotionis, there is a marked defect of the sentiments,
which fall below\N those present at Level 3, the defect being particu-
larly marked in the social sense. It is obvious that the facts that
the functions of thought and learning are of normal development in
these persons, that they are well educated and able to hold their own
in conversation, result in their having very little clinical resemblance
to ordinary mental defectives, and consequently their diagnosis and
certification often present very great difficulties. I have recently
dealt more fully with this condition elsewhere* ; but I may here
remark that whilst real moral imbecility is not, according to my
experience, the common condition that some persons would claim,
and is apt to be closely simulated by temporarv disorder of the regu-
lating faculties, especially during the period of adolescence, there is
not the slightest doubt that it has a very real existence, and that
persons so affected are very dangerous and incurable criminals.

In conclusion, I wAould like to say that although the necessitv

* Proc. Roy. Soc. Med., 1921, xiv, April.
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324 ORIGINAL PAPMRS

for brevity has compelled me to make somewlhat (logmatic state-
nents, it is far from my intentioni to dogmatize on this subject.
*The division whiclh has been made of the various mienital functions
is purely tentative, and this, together with the (liagrams, is merely
an attempt to pictuire the nature of mental defect anid its relation-
ship to normal variations.
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